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Graphs

Graph is an abstract representation of a set of objects (vertices) and the relationships between them (edges) which can be either directed or undirected.
Graphs are omnipresent...

Big in size and rich in metadata
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Graphs are omnipresent...

- Social Networks: 1B Users, 140B Friendships
- Online Services: 50K Users, 17K Movies, 1B Ratings
- Science: Large Biological Cell Networks
- E-commerce: Millions of Products & Users
- Human Brain: 100B Neurons, 100T Connections

Big in size and rich in metadata
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Functional connections in the brain obtained from correlating activation patterns in fMRI
(http://www.gipsa-lab.grenoble-inp.fr/~sophie.achard/recherches_en.html)
Graphs are Essential to Data Mining and Machine Learning

• Identify influential people and information
• Find communities
• Understand people’s shared interests
• Model complex data dependencies
“I spend more than half of my time integrating, cleansing and transforming data without doing any actual analysis. Most of the time I’m lucky if I get to do any analysis at all.”

Anonymous Data Scientist from Jeff Heer’s (Stanford) interview study, 2012
Graph Construction

Social Networking Data

Feature Extraction

Graph Construction Data Parallel

Graph Formation

Graph

Hadoop is perfect for graph construction!
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GraphBuilder makes it easy.

- Fills a hole in the ecosystem
- Written in Java for easy use in Hadoop MapReduce and applications
- Offloads domain expertise

GraphBuilder Library

Raw Data

Parsing

Tokenization or Feature Extraction

Edge List Generation

E, V Data Tabulation

Graph Normalization

Graph Checks & Transforms

Graph Partitioning & Serialization

To Graph Processing

App-Specific Code
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GraphBuilder Stack

Graph Partitioning
Data Normalization
Built-in Parsers
Tabulations
Framework Adapter
User Defined
Graph Transformation
GraphBuilder
MapReduce
Distributed Graph Computation (GLv2)
HDFS

GraphBuilder app
ML App

User defined parser
User defined functions
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GraphBuilder Scales Linearly

Overall Time (Seconds)

Dataset Size

- Finalization
- Partitioning
- Pre-processing/Graph Formation

Intel
Graph Builder source code is available at www.01.org/graphbuilder
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